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A: I've been using Windows 7 since it came out (first release as a beta), and in my experience it's far
from the 'turd' that the game developers have labelled it. I'm not going to quote the reviews, as they

are all pretty biased as far as I am aware (also some just sound like a sales pitch to me) and they
really add little value to the gaming world. I don't have them on hand, but have a look at the name
of the site that sells them: They are the same as the logo of the company, so the writers might be a

bit biased there. They need to be qualified as a fanboy site, that is all I'm saying about it. There
really are differences between the 32-bit and 64-bit versions, but they really aren't that large. There
was an update to the Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit edition in 2009, titled Windows 7 64-bit Enterprise
Edition 2009 Service Pack 1, but it didn't really change all that much from the 32-bit edition (which

also got a service pack for that one) Anyway, if you wanted to use the 64-bit edition (and you
should), then a 64-bit version of Windows 7 is your best bet (there isn't any for the older Windows

versions) You would install it on a partition, rather than on your C drive, to make sure you have your
recovery tools on hand. If you are still struggling to get this to work, then I recommend you try

installing in a virtual machine (VMware or VirtualBox come to mind), that way you can experiment
with it without upsetting your hardware. Also the link provided by user Zorfler ( uses a 32-bit version
of Windows 7 Pro, so you have another reason to download a 32-bit version. Hope this helps. Siwand

– boop art Siwand, the name of a Norwegian digital artist and illustrator, has created strange and
stunning animal-like creatures. He is known for sometimes giving his creatures names
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